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life, managed as it is without trenching in the least on self, the general voice reproached the serene laureate

the field or borrowing at all from the manner of his for an unworthy ebullition of wounded vanity . Be

two great compeers. The semi-tragic swell and ex tween opinions so diverse the mean is usually safe.

aggerating touch that seem ineradicable are here And friends and enemies agreed at last in this that

toned down till they hardly offend, and all the finer whatever blemishes disfigured his earlier performances,

qualities ofnature and mellower experience of life come his morality grew purer, his views of life more just,

brightly out, even to genuine tenderness and wise his purposes higher and his execution finer, as his

humor. Upon these novels and his later occasional genius purged and chastened itself in the latest years.

papers on life and manners, their author's solid claim His literary life was so long and so progressive that

to eminence may safely rest. he can hardly be called either the last of the old .

Admirable as Bulwer's versatility is, it is doubtful fashioned novelists, or the first of the new . Nor is

whether his poemsby themselveswould ever have made any fair comparison possible between Bulwer and

him a great name. As the work of one so diligent Thackeray or Dickens, since their several conceptions

and so brilliant in other fields of literature, they give of their art and processes of working these out were

him the advantage of an added reputation which his utterly diverse . We may pronounce the two latter

rivals in fiction never aspired to . The translations more natural and real, but we cannot judge the for

from Schiller betray a want of sympathy with the mer less true to his ideal. Take, as studies of contrast

German poet's simpler and more honestly romantic rather than comparison, characters almost at random

genius. Though always clever and often felicitous, from the pages of either. As types of worldly craft

they show no possession by the true inspiration the of the secondary order, Lumley Ferrars matches

original sprang from , and in some instances com Carker, yet how unlike they are ! Pathos and inno .

pletely miss its genuine sentiment. In the worldly cence are the life of Nydia as of Little Nell - but

wisdom and manly philosophy, however , of Horace, how differently ! One is the ideal slightly veiled in

fresh for all ages and especially harmonizing with Bul reality - the other the real poetized . And Uncle

wer' s mental temper, he found an agreement in taste Roland and Colonel Newcome— but no ! nothing in

that gives great charm to his translation of the Odes. modern fiction reaches the height of that sad, no

Their spirit and meaning is all there, though under a ble figure. In fine, Bulwer wrote throughout a tran

form in many cases so unfortunately chosen, with the sition stage in English literature. He never quite

rash hope of attaining impossible metrical effects, as forgot the ways of its beginning, nor quite attained

to cramp and stiffen the expression. That more defi the standard of its close . Hewas incomplete, because

nite system of savoir vivre embodied in the Epistles the period was unsettled ; and in filling up the gap

and Satires, and teaching that, though all is vanity , between the novel of philandering and the novel of

all need not be vexation of spirit, would have found in philosophy he used materials unfit to raise a symme

Bulwer a congenial interpreter, and one must regret trical enduring monument for his name. His better

that this task did not employ the care and time given influence is too recent to be strong, and his worse ex

to the elaboration of a less calm and more bitter per ample already almost forgotten. The light he threw

formance in The New Timon , His dramashave been on life shone poetic, if often unnatural. His extrava

commended — and they did succeed. That is to say, gances were but distortionsof the belief that theworld

they still hold the stage, and will bear the hour's can and should be brighter, and men less common .

study behind the footlights, because they are pure place than they are. A changed public taste preferred

romance, the romance of love in Melnotte and the | a literal copy ofmanners, which his great rivals could

romance of ambition in Richelieu , and because these | brighten with the touch of romance and exalt by as

things please as illusions when they would be rejected pirations towards an attainable ideal. In turning

as unrealities in a novel of practical present life . away from that ideal to the bald realism of certain

This is what Bulwer has left to be judged by, for living writers, do we not lose by the exchange of a

his parliamentary course can hardly be called a career, picture's glow and soul for the dead precision of pho - . .

and counts fornothing. Judgment was spoken during tography ?

his whole life very frankly and very variously . To

some he was a prose Byron, to others a conscious
Darwin on “ The Expression of the Emotions." .

charlatan. The turgid phrase and sham sentiment The verdict of posterity upon Mr. Darwin 's new

that many derided seemed to many the lofty eloquence work , The Expression of the Emotions in Man and

of noble thought. Those inculcations of worldly wis Animals ( D . Appleton & Co.), will, we apprehend,

dom commended by his admirers, his harsher critics be in the main unfavorable - - so far , at any rate, as

stigmatized as corrupting egotistic lessons. When concerns theauthor's scientific reputation . Prof. Agas.

Thackeray outlined that side- splitting caricature which siz has recently characterized the Darwinian hypo

the satirist afterwards repented of and the sufferer thesis as “ a mire of mere assertion ;" and this strong

forgave, there were more who laughed with the rising language has been undoubtedly to a great extent justi

genius than there were who frowned with the victim . ( fied by both the Descent of Man and the present work.

Yet when Tennyson elaborated those stinging lines The subject of Expression is in itself a most interest

that revenged the novelist 's spiteful attack upon him . I ing one, and those who have read Mr. Darwin 's pre
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vious works will not need to be told that it has lost the mind and the brain , and we can therefore hardly

none of its interest in the manner in which he has hope to discover why certain specialmuscles are con

presented it to the world . The careless reader, also , tracted in anger, or why the heart should beat wildly

who reads without much thought, and who swallows | under the influence of terror. Still less can we deter

any assertion thatmay be madewith sufficient confi. mine what it is that enables us to form some judgment,

dence , will doubtless rise from the perusal of the pres. and often a very accurate one, as to the character of

ent work with the full conviction that Mr. Darwin a perfect stranger, simply by looking at his face when

has proved his point. No man ever possessed amore in a state of perfect repose . Indeed, the general, un

wonderful power of accumulating all the facts which defined, and yet distinct impression that we receive

bear upon a given subject, and in marshaling these from any personality with which we are brought into

facts in a given order so that all shall point in one di. contact, without any direct acquaintance, is a much

rection ; and in none of his previous works is this more wonderful and inexplicable thing than all the ex

power more conspicuously manifested . Wemay here pressions of the specialemotions put together. For

also state , that Mr. Darwin shows no diminution of obvious reasons, however,Mr.Darwin does not attempt

the candor which has always impelled him to speak to grapple with this fact, since, though closely related

out openly, and to point out what he conceives to be to the subject of Expression in general, it is not capa

the special difficulties of his own theory. ble of being made to fit in with his theory.

Nevertheless, when we fairly examine Mr. Darwin 's It were hopeless, in the limits at our disposal, to

work, the net results of his labors are by no means attempt any detailed criticism of Mr. Darwin 's work ;

very great. If we accept his premises, then we shall but he lays down three general “ principles of expres.

unquestionably accept his conclusions; for there is no sion, " which are, at any rate , worth stating. The first

flaw in the chain of reasoning, and, so far as mere of these is what he calls the “ principle of serviceable

logic is concerned , his armormay be regarded as proof associated habits,” according to which “ certain com

against attack . In too many instances, however, his plex actions are of direct or indirect service under cer

premises are not such as would be admitted by the tain states of the mind, in order to relieve or gratify

generality of scientific men, and in a still larger num - certain sensations, desires, etc. ; and whenever the

ber of instances he merely substitutes one form of same state of mind is induced, however feebly, there

words for another, without achieving any actual im - is a tendency through the force of habit and associa

provement of our knowledge. To talk , for example, tion for the samemovements to be performed, though

of certain expressions being due to an “ excess of they may not then be of the least use .” This princi

nerve-force ” may doubtless sound very well in the ple is simply the “ utilitarian " doctrine of morals car

ears of the uninitiated ; but it in reality explains noth - ried into a fresh department ; and though it may ex

ing, owing to our total ignorance of what “ nerve plain someexpressive actions, and especially such as

force ” is, how it is generated , or what is its connection are more or less automatic or habitual, it certainly

with the body or with themind.
will not apply to many of the cases brought forward

The weakness of Mr. Darwin 's theory , in fact, ap. by Mr. Darwin . Upon this principle, many of the

pears to arise from a cause, which would at present actions by which we express our emotions stand upon

more or less affect all theories as to the nature of the the same level as the action of a dog when he turns

expression of the emotions in man and animals. No round and round before lying down on the carpet, this

such theory can, in our opinion , have any permanent being a relic of a timewhen the dog was wild , and

standing ground, unless it be based upon some com used to trample down the grass to make his bed . It

prehensive theory as to the connection between spirit is under this head, therefore, that Mr. Darwin tries to

and matter, between the immaterial essence and the bring his theory of the expression of the emotions to

corporeal instrument. It need hardly be said that the support his theory of the descent ofman from a com

present record of human knowledge contains hardly mon stock with the monkeys. He tries to prove that

even a vestige of such a theory ; and in the absence many expressions of the emotions are merely modifica

of this it seems almost futile to speculate on the essen tions of primeval habits possessed byman when he

tial nature of the expression of the emotions. Wecan was in “ a much lower and animal-like condition ," and

doubtless observe and note how this or the other emo. when these habits were of direct and actual service to

tion is expressed by man or by any animal, what mus- him . We can hardly blame Mr. Darwin for taking

cles are brought into play in each successive phase of up this position, since his firm belief in the truth of

feeling, what attitudes the body assumes, and what is his own theory fully justifies his doing so. Those,

the effect upon the nervous or circulatory systems. however, who reject Mr. Darwin 's theory as to the

Mr. Darwin 's book is a rich repertory of such facts, descent of man, as an unproved and unprovable hy.

and those who have recourse to it for observations of pothesis, based in the main upon unsupported asser

this kind alone will assuredly not be disappointed. tions, are not likely to view with great favor his “ first

But no store of facts, however extensive, will of them - | principle " of Expression . The second canon ofEx

selves form a theory, and at presentwe have nothing pression is termed “ theprinciple ofAntithesis." Thus,

but the facts to go upon . Weare absolutely and en . | certain states of the mind lead, in accordance vith the

tirely ignorant of the nature of the connection between I first principle, to “ certain habitualmovements which ,
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were primarily , ormay still be, of service ; ” but when do not feel bound to admit, with Mr. Herbert Spen

“ a directly opposite state of the mind is induced, there cer, that it is an “ unquestionable truth that, at any

is a strong and involuntary tendency to the perform - moment, the existing quantity of liberated nerve-force,

ance of movements of an exactly opposite nature, which in an inscrutable way produces in us the state

though these have never been of any service." The we call feeling, must expend itself in some direction

best possible example of the supposed working ofthis --must generate an equivalentmanifestation of force

principle is to be found in the actions exhibited by a somewhere. " We do not feel bound to adinit, with

dog in approaching a friend or foe respectively. In the sameauthority, that an " overflow ofnerve- force,

the latter case, the animal walks upright and in a stiff undirected by anymotive, willmanifestly take themost

and cautious manner ; his head is slightly raised ; the habitual routes, and, if these do not suffice, will next

tail is held erect and is quite rigid ; the hairs bristle , overflow into the less habitual ones ." Weconfess

especially along the neck and back ; the ears are that we do not think our present acquaintance with

pricked and directed forwards ; and the eyes have a " nerve-force " to be of such an intimate nature as to

fixed stare. On the other hand, if the dog be ap warrant our speaking so positively as to the manner in

proaching a friend, hisbearing is thereverse of all this. which it “ must” expend itself, as to its " overflow "

Instead of walking upright, the body sinks, or even being “ undirected by any motive," or even as to what

crouches ; the tail is not held stiff and upright, but is are its “ habitual routes." We are inclined to think

depressed and wagged from side to side ; the hair be that these definite and dogmatic modes of stating opin

comes smooth ; the ears are depressed and drawn ons upon very obscure subjects are too often only a

backwards; and the eyes lose their fixed and staring cloak by which man endeavors to conceal from him .

expression. That the facts are as stated by Mr. Dar self the knowledge of his own ignorance. When we

win is indubitable ; and it is brought home to our know what is the nature of the bond between the soul

minds in an exceedingly appropriate and forcible man and the brain , and how each is enabled to react upon

ner by four very excellent drawings ofdogs in the two the other, then we may be in a position to adequately

states of mind in question. We fail, however, discuss what expressions are due to “ the principle of

altogether to perceive that he has proved that his the direct action of the nervous system ."

theory is any explanation of the facts. Indeed , it is

only too clear that hehas only had recourse to this prin Fisher's History of “ The Reformation." *

ciple as a last resort, from the impossibility of explain With “ perspicuous brevity, " in a style pure, ear.

ing the facts upon any known law . Wedo not say
nest and easy , this author gives us the results of what

that the “ principle of antithesis ” is absolutely with
must have been long and laborious study of an era

out foundation ; but we do say that Mr. Darwin has full of the noise and smoke of battle, issuing in vast

failed to bring forward any valid evidence in its sup results to Europe and the world . In the initial chap

port, and that its application under any circumstances ter we have a short discussion of the underlying

must be of themost limited character.
conditions out of which the Reformation grew , and

The third principle is termed the “ principle of the while full allowance is made for the influence of those

direct action of the nervous system .” On this princi
forces begotten of the Revival of Learning, to which

ple, certain expressive actionsdepend entirely upon the Mr. Lecky attributes so great a power, the Reforma

constitution and structure of the nervous system itself,
tion is shown to be connected with the Bible, to be

and have been from the first indeperdent of the will, in the domain of the church , in the subject-matter of

and to a large extent of habit. Thus, when the brain religion , to be in and through men of a religious feel.

“ is strongly excited , nerve-force is generated in excess,
| ing, and with a religious end in view . Having thus

and is transmitted in certain definite directions, depend
sketched the general character of the Reformation ,

ing on the connection of the nerve-cells, and partly on the author discusses the rise and fall of the papal

habit ; or the supply of nerve-force may, as it appears,
hierarchy through the centralization of nations, the

be interrupted. Effects are thus produced which we special causes and omens of a revolution in the church ,

recognize as expressive.” As examples of the alleged .
and then tells the story of the Reformation in Ger

working of this law , Mr. Darwin brings forward ,
many, Switzerland, Scandinavia , Hungary , Geneva ,

amongst others, the blanching of the hair under ter France , the Netherlands, England, Scotland , Italy
ror or grief, the trembling of the muscles from fear,

and Spain . Then follows the narrative ofthe counter

joy, or excessive anger, the blush of shame, the con
reformation in the Roman Catholic Church and the

vulsive movements of agony, and the like. This third
struggle of Protestantism in the 17th century . The

principle is an admirable example of how to give an
work is concluded by three masterly chapters on the

explanation which is no explanation , of explaining the
Protestant Theology , and on the relation of Protes

obscurum per obscurius. It is quite true that we do
tantism to the civil authority, to culture and to

not know why our muscles should tremble when we
civilization .

are under the influence of fear or joy ; but it is a very

poor explanation to tell us that it is caused by the
* The Reformation. By George P . Fisher, D . D ., Prof, of

generation of “ an excess of nerve- force or by the in - | Ecclesiastical History in Yale College. Scribner, Armstrong

terrupted supply of nerve-force to the muscles." Wel & Co. 1873.


